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Standard 3+0 neutrino oscillation scenario:

Let, 

mass eigenstate 

flavour eigenstate

ν1, ν2, ν3

νe, νμ, ντ

Hence, the evolution equation :

νi

να
να = Uαiνi

U is the PMNS matrix
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Short-Baseline Anomalies

LSND anomaly
Phys.Rev. D64 (2001) 112007

90 % C.L.�3.8    excess
This could only be explained in terms of neutrino oscillation

Δm2 ∼ 1eV2



This is in conflict with the observed solar and atmospheric data

Δm2
sol ∼ 8 × 10−5eV2 Δm2

atm ∼ 2.5 × 103eV2 Δm2
LSND ∼ 1eV2

The three generation oscillation needs two mass-squared differences

To accommodate the third mass-squared difference , we need another extra neutrino 
state

This extra state is called the sterile neutrino

Why sterile??

LEP measured the number of active neutrino 
species to be exactly three

So the new state must be a singlet of the standard model gauge group



3+1 scenario:

Four mass-states and four flavour-states

Six mixing angles and three CP-violating phases

mass eigenstate 

flavour eigenstate

ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4

νe, νμ, ντ, νs

νi

να
να = Uαiνi

θ12, θ13, θ23, θ14, θ24, θ34, δ13, θ14, θ24,

The minimalistic sterile neutrino scenario is in conflict with Cosmology

neff Σmν
Some way outs:

Self interaction

Decaying sterile neutrino

Alternate Cosmology??

U3+1 = O(θ34, δ34)O(θ24, δ24)R(θ14)R(θ23)O(θ13, δ13)R(θ12)
UPMNS



Many many experiments after LSND

 disappearance data :νe/ν̄e

This data set prefers sterile 
neutrino over standard 

case

[JHEP 1808 (2018) 010 ]



/  appearance data :νμ → νe ν̄μ → ν̄e

Prefer sterile neutrino

The global fit prefers the sterile 
neutrino

[JHEP 1808 (2018) 010 ]



 disappearance dataνμ/ν̄μ

Global-fit does not prefer sterile neutrino

[JHEP 1808 (2018) 010 ]



 depends on Pee |Ue4 |2

 depends on Pμμ |Uμ4 |2

 depends on Pμe |Uμ4 |2 |Ue4 |2

Pμe ≠ 0 ⟹ |Ue4 |2 , |Uμ4 |2 ≠ 0

Strong tension between various dataset

[JHEP 1808 (2018) 010 ]



4.8 sigma excess observed 
for both neutrino and 
anti-neutrino events 
combined 

6.1 sigma combined with 
LSND 

New Evidence ??!! MiniBooNe again

[Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.22, 221801 ]

12.84⇥ 1020 POT 

11.27⇥ 1020 POT 

⌫ Mode 

⌫̄ Mode 

460.5 ± 95.8 excess events  

Imp. Point to note, best fit �m2
41 ' 0.04eV 2



Sterile neutrino in long-baseline experiments

There are large number of papers in this area in the recent past

Mainly two directions

Prospects of measuring 
sterile neutrino parameters 

In the long-baseline 
experiments

Effect of sterile neutrinos 
in the standard physics 

program



Prospects of measuring sterile neutrino parameters 
In the long-baseline experiments



Prospects of measuring sterile neutrino parameters 
In the long-baseline experiments

[Phys.Lett. B764 (2017) 135-141]

[Phys.Rev. D92 (2015) no.7, 073012 ]
[Phys.Rev. D95 (2017) no.11, 115009] 



Prospects of measuring sterile neutrino parameters 
In the long-baseline experiments

[Eur.Phys.J. C78 (2018) no.4, 339]



Prospects of measuring sterile neutrino parameters 
In the long-baseline experiments

[JHEP 1711 (2017) 202 ]

[JHEP 1807 (2018) 079 ]

[JHEP 1807 (2018) 079 ]



Prospects of measuring sterile neutrino parameters 
In the long-baseline experiments

 channelντ

[Phys.Rev. D100 (2019) no.1, 016004] 

Weaker compared to the usual 
channels for  and θ14 θ24

Very useful for probing θ34



Effect of sterile neutrinos in the standard 
physics program



Effect of sterile neutrinos in the standard 
physics program

[JHEP 1511 (2015) 039]

[JHEP 1611 (2016) 122 ]

Effect of sterile neutrino in mass-hierarchy sensitivity



[JHEP 1611 (2016) 122 ]

Effect of sterile neutrino in CP-violation sensitivity



Effect of sterile neutrinos in the standard 
physics program

[Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.5, 056026]

[JHEP 1609 (2016) 016 ] 

[Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.3, 031804] 

 octant is in danger!!θ23

Combination of two experiments



Effect of sterile neutrinos in the standard 
physics program

[Eur. Phys. J C (2019) 79: 968 ]

Fake solutions 

The condition of fake solution  : Δm2
41 =

1
2

Δm2
31

δ13 + δ24 = 0o



Explaining LSND/MiniBooNe using non-oscillation mechanism??!!



Explaining LSND/MiniBooNe using non-oscillation mechanism??!!

[Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.24, 241801] 

Collimated  signal, that 
can be identified as a single 

 event 

e+e−

νe



Testing the new-physics hypothesis
[arXiv:1812.08768] 

Tested the hypothesis with charm-II 
and MinervA data

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.08768


Some other ideas

K → Nμ

N → νγ

Kaons are decayed into N and muons in the decay pipe. Then N decays into  and ν γ

These photons can not be distinguished from the electromagnetic shower of the  νe

[arXiv:1909.09561]

This region gives 
the MiniBooNe 

excess



Some ideas for the workshop??

1. Can we test the new physics explanations of the LSND/MiniBooNe excess in 
the future experiments? 

2. What are other possible new physics explanations for the LSND/MiniBooNe 
excess? 

3. Are there any general degeneracies between the sterile 3+1 sector and 3+0 
sector? 
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